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A devised work is more than the sum of its many parts and players. Earlier, and very
valuable, contributions were made to the development of Wildskin by Ben Walsh,
Shenzo Gregory, Sally Davis, Jade Dewi Tyas Tunggal, Melia Naughton, Emma Saunders,
Ellen Bailey, Sean Barker, Natalie Cursio and Craig Walsh.
This project has been assisted by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council, its arts
funding and advisory body
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
JULIAN LOUIS
There is drama, comedy and tragedy in the mystery and magnitude of our
Australian bush.
It is a characteristic of our country that we have built around the edges and
the majority of us confine ourselves within the safety of the cities. When we do
find ourselves in nature and we sit and listen, our own thoughts can frighten us.
Do we fear there is an animal lurking deep inside us? Is it the bush we fear, or is
it the characters and creatures that hide out within it?
Australian writers and filmmakers have long had a preoccupation with the
bush-horror genre. In creating Wildskin we’ve been inspired by the horror
genre and the expectations set up by narratives of backpacker murders and
films like Wake in Fright. We’ve then twisted and subverted elements of these
genres to create a story for the stage that takes the audience to fun and
surprising places.
In Wildskin, our protagonist Eva leaves the security of her city life and hits
the road to Northern NSW. Underprepared and alone, Eva finds herself in
situations way outside her comfort zone, as the bush becomes a metaphor for
something deep inside her that is unfulfilled. On her journey Eva encounters an
array of hilarious, recognisable and oddball characters. Being pushed beyond
her limits and surviving, she adopts a new skin and discovers what she is
capable of.
Wildskin has been developed through new and established collaborations. The
cast are versatile and exciting performers who have been fully involved in the
creation of the performance, not only bringing considerable physical skills, but
also their instincts as artists and makers. Together we’ve found unconventional
ways of sharing the storytelling that employ many forms including scripted
scenes, chorus, songs and physical theatre.
Audiences of our previous works Railway Wonderland and Dreamland will again
be delighted by the style of theatre that NORPA is renowned for — it’s playful,
physical and can come alive with the audience — go wild with us!
Huge thanks to all the cast, creatives and NORPA team.
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CREATING A DEVISED THEATRE WORK
Wildskin has been created through a devised theatre making process.
It’s a collective creation, a method of theatre making in which the script
and performance originates from a collaborative, often improvised
process by a performing ensemble. Devised theatre is strongly aligned
with physical theatre. The cast of Wildskin were chosen to bring together
their strengths in the forms of dance, acrobatics, clowning and acting.

IDEA
The idea for Wildskin grew from squiggles
on a whiteboard looping and linking images
and concepts; a roadhouse back of beyond,
a bar, a scratch band, people telling stories,
locals and transients, and a traveller getting
stuck in an unravelling nightmare, like the
teacher in Wake in Fright.

RESEARCH
Wake in Fright kicked off a research phase
that was a journey in itself, destination
unknown. We watched a lot of road movies
from the sub-genres of horror and thriller to
identify common story conventions, scene
sequences and plot structures. Men are
usually the heroes of these narratives, while
the women are helpless victims requiring
rescue and more often than not, end up
dead. This prompted us to focus on how
we could subvert this narrative as well as
making the plot more female centric.
The Northern Rivers is one of Australia’s
most popular transit zones. After scouting
locations that are the usual haunts for
transients, like caravan parks, communes,
pubs, and interviewing locals, the research
entered a more practical phase.

PLAY LAB
Seeking to extend the range of storytelling
forms established in NORPA’s earlier works
required a series of workshops to explore
the world of the play, and how best to play
in that world. This involved actors and
dancers, many of whom are also NORPA
Associate Artists. The field of investigation
was necessarily wide, centring on aspects
of hitchhiking adventures, being lost in the
bush, animal play, character exploration,
a stranger in the pub, movement and
choreography based on fight moves and
horror stories.
This culminated in series of vignettes that
could be arranged into a journey sequence
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from setting out, meeting adventure and
arriving somewhere unexpected. It was
during this phase that the decision was
taken to have an all female cast.

STORY OUTLINE
A road trip needs a starting point, a
reason to set out, strange and challenging
encounters and a consequent destination.
NORPA hired a writer to provide a story
outline that embraced the research and
incorporated the physical exploration
already undertaken. The outline included
scenes of dialogue and spaces for physical
action, music and dance.

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
It is an opportunity for most of the
creative team, (actors along with director,
choreographer, composer and set and
costume designer) to test the script, to
taste the drama, to sample the action, to
draft movement sequences and assess the
structure of the narrative.

REHEARSAL
Another draft or two of the outline is
required to incorporate new discoveries
from the creative development and to
refine existing elements of the storytelling.
Discovery, experiment and refinement
do not stop with rehearsal, but it has a
different focus.
Now the focus is on problem solving and
on finding efficient and satisfying ways
to tell the story on stage, in performance
for an audience. It is the most intense and
challenging phase of making new work. It
demands the skills and close collaboration
of a team of people working towards a
common goal after about two years of
steady application.

CAST & CREATIVE TEAM
VIVIANE FREHNER

Julian Louis

Swiss-born, Viviane performed for many years at Nanine Linning Dance Company
in Germany and on other projects in Europe, before moving to the Northern
Rivers in 2014. Since then she has danced, choreographed and directed projects
for Bleach Festival, the Commonwealth Games Festival, Supercell Dance Festival
and Crack Theatre Festival. Her short dance film GOGI premiered in 2017 and
continues to be screened at film festivals around the globe.

Julian is a theatre maker and Artistic Director of NORPA (Northern Rivers
Performing Arts), a theatre company based in Lismore NSW on Bundjalung
country. For NORPA he conceived and directed Railway Wonderland and
Dreamland, along with The Bloody Bride, Engine and Not Like Beckett. Other NORPA
projects Julian has instigated include Djurra, My Radio Heart (with Urban Theatre
Projects), Open House and The Home Project. He also co-directed Cockfight,
in partnership with The Farm, which has just wrapped up a national tour.

KATIA MOLINO

Julian is the Artistic Director of the national and international productions of
The 13-Storey Treehouse (The Netherlands, USA, NZ and Australia) and the
four sequels produced by CDP Productions. He is a graduate of Charles Sturt
University BA Theatre/ Media, National Institute Dramatic Arts (NIDA) Directors
Diploma and trained as a performer with Philippe Gauliern (London).

Performer & Devisor

Performer & Devisor
Katia has worked as a freelance performer with many companies including
Entr’Acte, Stalker, Marrugekku, Theatre Kantanka, The Opera Project and
Ensemble Offspring. Most recently Katia performed in Theatre Kantanka’s The
Obscene Madam D at Riverside Theatres Parramatta and 107 Projects Redfern.
Previously for NORPA, Katia has performed in Railway Wonderland and Dreamland.

BIANCA MACKAIL

Performer & Devisor
Bianca is an acrobatic artist who combines strength, agility and flow in the air
and on the floor. Specializing in non-narrative conceptual circus, she strives to
create work that’s from the heart and soul.

Olivia Porter

Performer & Devisor
Olivia is renowned for her innovative and unusual juggling style. She has
performed with La Soiree in London, as an ensemble member of Circus Oz and
extensively across the USA. She is a regular performer in Cheeky Cabaret put on
by the local Brunswick Picture House crew, and recently created a duo show Party
Ghost with Jarred Dewey under the direction of Nicci Wilks. This is her first work
with NORPA.

Nicci Wilks

Performer & Devisor
Nicci is highly regarded within the Australian circus community, not just for her
prowess as a physical performer, but also for her skill as a comedienne, MC, and
as a creator of unique, physical characters that frequently challenge notions
of gender and class. Her work as an independent performer with most major
Australian contemporary circuses and theatre companies is intelligent, subversive
and keenly admired by peer and audience alike.
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Director

Hat tie Dalton
Story & Writer

Hattie won a BAFTA for writing and directing her comedy short film The Banker.
She developed the screenplay Little White Car, a comedy feature, with writer’s
Purvis and Wade (Casino Royal, Skyfall). Hattie directed Third Star, a feature film
starring Benedict Cumberbatch, which was Closing Night Film at Edinburgh Film
Festival. After returning to Australia she has worked as a story consultant for a
number of projects, and recently wrote and directed Summer’s Day a short film for
the ABC. Wildskin is her first writing credit in theatre.

Janis Balodis

Dramaturg & Writer
Janis is a freelance writer, director and dramaturg. Major plays include Too
Young for Ghosts (1985), No Going Back (1992), and My Father’s Father (1996) which
premiered at Melbourne Theatre Company. He is a long time collaborator with
NORPA working on The Mercenary (1997), Mr. Barbecue (2001), The Flood (2004),
Electric Lenin (2007), Railway Wonderland (2012 & 2015) and Dreamland (2016).
Other plays include Wet and Dry (1986) and Engine (2010).
He was Associate Director for Melbourne Theatre Company directing 11
productions, Artistic Associate for Queensland Theatre, and a member of
Literature and Theatre Boards of the Australia Council.

CAST & CREATIVE TEAM
Darc y Grant

Tegan Nicholls

Darcy is a classically trained acrobat, award-winning photographer, physical
theatre director and founding member of Circa. He has trained, taught and toured
work on the cutting edge of ‘new circus’ to some of the world’s most prestigious
venues. In 2017 Darcy was commissioned by Adelaide International Arts Festival to
direct Backbone by Gravity and Other Myths — it premiered to 5-star reviews and
attracted three Helpmann Awards. He is a NORPA Associate Artist, and previously
performed in Dreamland.

Tegan is a Sydney-based sound designer, music maker and podcast producer.
Her soundscapes and original music have been heard in The Sound of Waiting,
(Darlinghurst Theatre Company), Everything You Ever Wanted (Q Theatre), How
I Saved The Western Black Rhino (Q Theatre), Visiting Hours (bAKEHOUSE), The
Servant of Two Masters (Sport for Jove), Measure for Measure (Sport for Jove), Wasted
(The Kings Collective), Taking Steps (Ensemble Theatre), Morgan Stern (Company
of Rogues), The Clean House (New Theatre), and Osama the Hero (Tooth & Sinew).
She created the sound design for the AWGIE winning radio play Spirit and has
produced podcasts for Word Travels, The Starlight Foundation and FBi Radio’s All
The Best.

Movement Director

Charlot te Haywood

Sound Design

Set & Costume Design
Charlotte Haywood works interdisciplinary across textiles, film, sound, installation,
sculpture, theatre and design. She creates works that thread disparate narratives
and processes of time and culture; seeking cultural and linguistic nuances of the
body and landscape in a non-linear interrogation of history, the present and
the future. She looks to untie hierarchies in light of multiple knowledge systems.
Charlotte has worked in remote Australia, Vanuatu, Thailand and Indonesia, and
completed residencies and exhibited in India, Peru and Thailand. She is collected
by the Museum of Applied Arts + Sciences, Sydney and ARTBANK.

Sian James-Holland
Lighting Design

Sian is a lighting designer and theatre maker, collaborating with an array of
exciting emerging and established artists across Australia. Sian’s practice draws
on the importance of coloured light to explore our deepest personal emotions,
as well as our connection with others and our surrounds. She has studied at the
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts, the Hong Kong Academy of
Performing Arts, Sian appears as a mentor/guest artist at NIDA. This is her first
work with NORPA.

Jess Frost

Stage Manager
Jess is frequently engaged on large scale touring productions across Australia
and internationally. Recent highlights include School for Wives (Bell Shakespeare),
Phantom of the Opera (Really Useful Group), Rolling Thunder Vietnam (Blake
Entertainment), Next Move 2016 (Chunky Move), The Black Rider — Casting of the
Magic Bullets (Malthouse Theatre and Victorian Opera), Oklahoma! and Boy from Oz
(The Production Company), and William Tell (Victoria Opera).
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Kate McDowell

Story Research & Development
Kate has just come off the stage from performing the premiere season of her
one-woman show Wonderbabes, which she also wrote. Wonderbabes was presented
by NORPA and The Quad. Previous NORPA works include Dreamland as Assistant
Director/Stage Manager and Journey To an Unnamed World (design intern). Kate
is Dramaturg at Sprung!! Integrated Dance Theatre, and co-directed their latest
work Share House, recently shortlisted for an Australian Dance Award. She was
Co-Artistic Director (2016-17) and Producer (2015) of Crack Theatre Festival, and
Creative Producer of Icarus Falling for Australian and UK tours (and nominated for
Best Emerging Artist, Total Theatre Awards, and Edinburgh Fringe 2015). She is a
current NORPA Associate Artist.

Carolyn Dunphy

Associate Director
Caroline is the Co-Artistic Director at Belloo Creative and a current Associate
Artist at NORPA. She has worked as an actor, director, theatre maker and
educator for more than 25 years, most recently on projects with NORPA, Belloo
Creative, The Good Room, The Danger Ensemble, Babushka & Brisbane Festival,
Queensland Theatre Company, La Boite Theatre, Brisbane Powerhouse and the
Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts.
Caroline specialised in avant-garde theatre and the Suzuki Actor Training
Methodology both in Australia and overseas, and was a Frank Theatre senior
company member for many years. She recently performed in The Arrival with Red
Leap Theatre (NZ) for QPAC and directed the premiere of Rovers (Belloo Creative).

ABOUT NORPA
NORPA is a company that makes theatre
from the ground up. We take inspiration
from the country and culture around us.
Based in the Northern Rivers of NSW, we
program and co-produce shows by leading
national companies too, but creating
original Australian work is at the heart of
what we do and why we exist.
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Sign up for our online newsletter to keep up with our latest news at www.norpa.org.au
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